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END OF CYCLE? NOPE, BORN-AGAIN BULL MARKETS
2018 has left a long list of casualties. Hedge fund blowups. Cracks in the synchronized global growth story.
An unwelcome return of volatility. And, of course, the crash of the crypto cult (although the fraternity
seemingly hasn’t yet lost the faith).
All of this has felt unprecedented or, at least, a complete volte-face from the previous Goldilocks investment
regime. It isn’t. While selloffs are always painful, countless historical examples closely match and exceed
this one in terms of force and velocity.
It’s not like any of this is new. Forecasting doom has defined the genre of post-crisis literature. The GFC
unleashed continual waves of catastrophe clickbait, crash fantasy and other disaster fiction. The more
harrowing the narrative, the higher the readership. Even Alan Greenspan (admittedly no longer riding
the crest of his popularity) is now telling investors to run for cover.
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Yet could the current juncture really be unique? After all, a cozy consensus has gathered around the idea
that we are now at the “end of the cycle” that began in 2009.
It is at times like these when the well-read macro observer can be a killjoy. A heavy hand of financial
history reaches out and gently reminds us of our job: to put things in perspective for clients by pointing
out that there is more continuity than discontinuity, that this moment is not special and, rather annoyingly
to some, to stay the proverbial course in portfolios.
History is on our side. Most warnings in the investment industry are false alarms simply because big
turns are rare events. Experts overreact to smaller turns, mistaking a cyclical adjustment for the secular,
career-enhancing kind. Still, the best investors always look for unexpected changes at the margin. In our
shop, macro investing is an intellectual contact sport … a collegial intersection of ideas, spirited debate
and, yes, wrestling with the probability an expected narrative knocked off its feet. This is an integral part
of our structured investment process.
Groupthink is the real enemy here. In financial markets, when everyone is thinking the same thing,
something else almost always happens. What could be different this time?
We return to a decade-long Forstrong theme in this publication: a post-crisis environment characterized
by slow growth (for the US, 2% GDP growth instead of its pre-GFC average of 3.5%), interventionist
governments, and, importantly, regular recession shrieks but no major 2008-style downturn for some
time. To be sure, this is very different from the typical post-war boom and bust cycle. It should be no
surprise then that models that worked well in the past have lost their predictive significance.
Yet few forecast this. Instead, the dominant framework of understanding has been built around a story
with a tidy beginning, middle and end. Of course, this continually begs the rather existential question—
how long do we have left?
But persistently trying to pinpoint the end assumes there will be a “big one” soon … that markets are
always balancing on a crumbly ledge between blue skies and calamity.
If only it were that binary and simple. What if instead a series of smaller “resets” extended the life of this
unique cycle? In fact, to date, this has happened. This cycle’s major corrections coincided with significant
economic downturns and adjustments, most notably the European crisis in 2011-2012, the commodity
collapse and US dollar surge that began in mid-2014 and lasted until early-2016. And, now, the current
hot mess (for lack of a better word).
Underpinning these resets has been some key post-crisis “regulators” — circuit breakers that constrain
the overall level of economic growth and ultimately provide relief. Most crucially, high debt levels around
the world have restricted how much rates can actually rise. Routine consolidation phases have occurred
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along the way as interest rate sensitivity acted to slow economic growth. This latest episode has been
no exception.
Unsurprisingly, central bankers are no longer seen as the maestros they once were. Instead, timidity
has been the dominant characteristic. In the US, the Fed target rate has been lifted by a mere 225 basis
points since December 2015. Yet, during the past 10 Fed tightening cycles, the median tough-to-peak
increase in nominal rates has been a much bolder 500 basis points. Looking into 2019, with the Fed facing
a combination of softening growth and lower inflation, a pause in monetary tightening looks highly likely.
Commodity prices, which have been highly volatile in the post-crisis period, have worked similarly. Rising
prices negatively impact net global consumption, investment and liquidity. In fact, every global recession
in the past 50 years has been preceded by a sharp increase in oil prices. Conversely, on all recent occasions
when the oil price has at least halved, faster global growth followed. This year has seen a sharp fall in oil
prices which should contribute to overall higher growth next year.
And then there is valuation. This has become more of a behavioral regulator. The rules of investor
engagement changed after 2008. Whenever prices surge and perceived values grow too rich, memories
and predictions of another crisis are triggered, restricting overall investor enthusiasm. What is not well
known is that most stock markets outside of the US remain well below their late-2000s highs in both
local currency and US dollar terms. Deep corrections have plagued the post-crisis path.
Where to next? Looking back, each of these periods provided renewal and rebirth … breathing life back
into a now born-again bull market. This episode will be no different.
→ Investment Implications. To be sure, there is real risk that end-of-cycle fears become self-fulfilling and
feed into a more serious downturn. Other pressure points have surfaced too, notably broken leadership
of the FAANG stocks.
But global macro growth expectations are now the most pessimistic in 10 years, more so than at the
major equity bottoms in 2011 and 2016. And while US economic and earnings growth will slow steadily
over the next 12 months, it will be more gradual and modest than most investors fear. China’s slowdown
is already ending in response to easier policy, and the economy is likely to accelerate back to an above
trend pace. Further, the euro area’s soft patch is also likely to give way to firmer data, aided by currency
weakness and stronger growth in Asia.
In short, world growth is likely to settle back to a simmer. What’s more, given deeply depressed sentiment,
a series of “upside surprises” is highly probable. Instead of mainlining more misery this year, investors
should equally focus on what could go right.
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AMERICA’S TRUMAN SHOW REVEALED
Truman Burbank is the unwitting star of Peter Wier’s end of millennium masterpiece. Ever since birth,
his life on The Truman Show has been broadcast live around the clock and across the globe. A seemingly
idyllic world on the island of Seahaven is really a massive, dome-encased studio equipped with 5,000
cameras to monitor all aspects of his life. Unknowing to Truman, everyone in his impossibly sundrenched,
pastel-dappled town is an actor.
Investors with US-dominated portfolios over the last decade may have begun to feel like Truman. Life
was near perfect. An almost uninterrupted stock market swing. Unstoppable technology titans complete
with a catchy acronym. The world’s most chronically strong currency. And booming corporate profits
underpinning the entire show.
Looking back, it has been a long — and many would say — well-earned period of outperformance for
US assets. Since 2009, America’s stocks and its currency have trounced their global counterparts. By late
last year, the US dollar index had surged to a 15-year high as investors bet that Trump’s eye-watering
fiscal expansion and tax cuts would prove a replay of early 1980s Reaganomics. And even though the US
share of global GDP declined from 32% in 2001 to only 23% recently, its share values nevertheless now
commands 61.7% of the MSCI World market capitalization (as of the end of 2018).
Lengthy bull markets have a habit of lulling investors into a kind of fake reality. When stocks are soaring,
why question your charmed existence? Of course, it takes a willing cast to create a blissful reality … not
least the local central bank. Here, investors must beware: asset values may appear more attractive than
they really are.
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But financial markets are not reality TV. No director is there to ensure coordinated action. Nor are trends
always synchronized. And, sometimes audiences simply lose interest.
The undoing of that near perfect American world began in late 2018, when US stock market leadership
turned down. What should investors make of this? In recent publications, we have argued that US equities
and the US dollar are set to underperform. Why? Several key drivers of US equity outperformance are
going into reverse:
1) Fighting the worst financial crisis since the Great Depression, the Fed was the most aggressive liquidity
provider in the world, leading the world in unconventional monetary policy (QE, TARP, etc.). They became
a leading indicator of what other central banks would do. This is no longer the case. The Fed has been
tightening, while almost everyone else is on hold.
2) In recent years the US benefitted from an extraordinarily competitive currency. This is no longer the
case. The US dollar has gone from being significantly undervalued against almost all currencies, to being
overvalued against the likes of the euro, yen and a wide basket of emerging market currencies.
3) In recent years US equities were attractively priced. This is no longer the case. They are now priced
for perfection and the most expensive market in the world.
4) Expectations for US assets climbed steadily over the last decade. By late last year, expectations for
corporate profits hit an all-time high. This is a dangerous setup with much room for negative surprises.
5) Finally, America’s waning global leadership has diminished the attractiveness of its country as a
destination for foreign capital. Trump’s infidelity to the post-war system and his Kanye-esque rants
from the Twitter pulpit (totaling 2,860 tweets last year) took a proverbial wrecking ball to long-standing
alliances. And “America first” policies (i.e. imposing tariffs, threatening to tear up trade agreements and
other unilateral actions) have been clearly counterproductive. Few friends have been made. Even Larry
Kudlow, Trump’s director of the National Economic Council, recently identified the counterproductive
nature of recent tariff action, referring to them wryly as “sanctions on our own country”. In a globalized
world defined by a move toward closer interconnectedness, the “biggest loser” can only be the US.
→ Investment Implications. Like Truman’s implanted fear of water (staged by the director so he stays on
the island of Seahaven), investors can also become inflicted with a sort of aquaphobia. It’s terrifying to
venture out when local assets are far outperforming the world.
Even the pros have stayed close to shore. Regularly, our investment team peers into the BAML Global
Fund Manager Survey, a kind of investor voyeurism, giving us statistical snapshots of our competitor’s
positioning. By far, US equities are still the favored asset class (and have been for some time). But with a
changing investment scene, that positioning will be disappointed. Like Truman, investors have nothing
to fear by voyaging out beyond America’s borders.
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EMERGING MARKETS: WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE?
“That very night in his room a forest grew … until the walls became the world.” It’s at this point in Maurice
Sendak’s influential 1963 children’s book where young boy Max’s imagination takes over from reality and
crosses into the realm of fantasy. Where The Wild Things Are has become required bed-time reading in
this author’s household (at the repeated insistence of another active 7 year-old boy). Admittedly, we
also never tire of the tale — perhaps because the book’s central themes also speak to adults: isolation,
growth and, ultimately, connection with the outside world.
Investor imaginations have also run wild in emerging markets of late. Many now view EM countries as
vulnerable to protectionism, contagion risks and moderating growth. But this view simply extrapolates
the EM experience of the 1980s and 1990s to the present. Both are mistakes. Most EM economies are
far more shock-resistant than in the past, owing to a whole host of improving macroeconomic factors.
Not that any of this negativity is new. Regularly, EM assets fall in and out of favor. When markets tumble,
the EM story suddenly darkens, with themes of danger, crisis and other wild things. But, just as quickly,
animal spirts — that colorful name Keynes gave to human overconfidence — can be revived. The outlook
is wonderful again.
Looking back on last year, most media attention has focused on the woes of Argentina and Turkey.
But every year, some EM or frontier country will experience serious macroeconomic instability. Why
superimpose the experience of a few idiosyncratic basket cases on an entire universe of more than 75
countries (many of which have solid fundamentals)?
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The overall EM position is far more benign than a few outliers and certainly not every country is run by
leaders such as President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan (no wallflower to be sure). For example, in the mid-1990s
inflation rates above 20% were not uncommon. Today’s EM inflation is trending below 3.5%. The list of
improving factors is lengthy: the emergence of domestic pension systems (which reduces reliance on
foreign funding), improved trade balances, better fiscal positions and a number of other strong secular
growth drivers.
What about EM valuations? Here, more good news exists. EM stocks trade at a hefty discount to their
developed-market peers (based on price/forward earnings). EM debt also presents good value, offering
higher yields than the US high yield space with arguably less risk. And, EM currencies can only be described
as a “deep value” play. Remarkably, EM nominal exchange rates are today roughly 30% lower than during
the 2008 global financial crisis.
Where to next? History shows that EM outperformance cycles typically unfold over several years. The
last 8 years of EM underperformance (for the period ending in 2016) were preceded by nearly nine years
of outperformance. Furthermore, EMs already had a large slowdown between 2010 – 2016. Since then,
currencies have weakened (boosting competitiveness) and policy has turned stimulative (lowering the
cost of capital). These benefits always show up with a lag. Why should this time be different?
→ Investment Implications. “Childhood is a tricky business,” Sendak once said. “Usually, something goes
wrong.” So it is in emerging markets. Any long-term commitment to emerging market equities will be a
journey filled with blustery retracements, corrections and the unexpected.
But with higher volatility comes higher returns. Emerging markets are more dynamic compared to
developed markets due to the diverse nature of their political and capital market development. That
means there is significant room for active country, sector and thematic selection. Within this analysis,
“top down” perspectives are crucial, as they tend to dominate “bottom up” stock drivers.
But investors collectively have not focused on country-specific macro factors when investing in emerging
markets. Rather, these countries are lumped together as a static group of homogenous markets carrying
the single banner of “EM”. For example, the famed BRIC group of countries — Brazil, Russia, India and
China — in fact have drastically different macro profiles. Their positions in the commodity supply chain
and respective current account situations could not be more dissimilar.
China and India are both net commodity importers, but China runs a chronic current account surplus while
India has been in chronic deficit. Brazil and Russia are net commodity exporters, but the former runs a
current account deficit while the latter is in surplus. Indeed, no four other EM countries are more different
than the BRIC countries. Nonetheless, numerous ETFs have been established to invest in BRIC countries
and EM bourses in general. These passive “acronym investors” (as Alpine Macro calls them) strictly follow
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country weightings according to the indexes without differentiating macro drivers for each country.
Additionally, EMs previously were all about commodities and cyclical investments. No more. Today, some
41.6% per cent of the MSCI Emerging Market index is made up of “structural growth drivers” such as
communications, technology, consumer and healthcare companies. Overall, the tech share of the EM
market is higher than that of the S&P 500. Conversely, the materials component has fallen to a mere
7.7%. This should make investing in EM far less cyclical than the past.
To be sure, investing in EM equities over the past seven years has not been easy. Today’s EM equity index
is still materially lower than its April 2011, post-global financial crisis peak, and has underperformed its
DM counterpart by approximately half. After a prolonged bear market, investors are looking at EM stocks
through decisively skeptical lenses, despite their ever-widening valuation discount to the developed world.
However, the higher long-term returns will be worthwhile — especially so seen in the context of a balanced
and broadly-diversified portfolio. Growth in developed economies is forecast to stagnate in the coming
years while emerging market growth is expected to accelerate. By 2035, it is estimated that emerging
market countries such as Russia, Brazil, India, China and others will represent 60% of world economic
activity, up from 38% (as of the end of 2017). A coming surge of labor-force age emerging market citizens
will drive much of that growth. In a growth scarce world, investors would do well to reset their opinions
of emerging markets.
(Here, we can’t resist a shameless plug: Forstrong’s investment team will be launching an “emerging
markets only” mandate in early 2019. Our children will be heavily invested alongside other clients. Stay
tuned).
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POWELL TO THE PEOPLE: IT’S WRITTEN IN THE STARS
It would seem that Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell, whose life has been an odyssey through
America’s most rarefied institutions, has taken a keen interest in, of all things, astronomy. In a speech
last summer at the annual Jackson Hole symposium, Mr. Powell expressed frustration with the unusual
variability of the metrics he refers to as “celestial stars”. To be sure, the Fed’s astronomical objects of
interest reside within the macroeconomic firmament: the natural rate of unemployment, potential output
growth, the neutral interest rate and so on. All riveting stuff for diehard economists.
“Navigating by the stars can sound straightforward,” said Powell. “Guiding policy by the stars in practice,
however, has been quite challenging of late because our best assessments of the location of the stars
have been changing significantly.” These are candid words for a central banker (heaven forbid they ever
communicate in plain English).
But Powell was very clear here: the stars are inexplicably shifting. For example, estimates of the natural
rate of unemployment have fallen sharply as unemployment has tumbled, while estimates of the potential
growth rate have also plunged. He goes on: “The FOMC has been navigating between the shoals of
overheating and premature tightening with only a hazy view of what seem to be shifting navigational
guides.” Translation? My day job is tough. Those bloody stars won’t stop moving. The usual economic
indicators we track are no longer reliable.
All of this makes monetary policy more mystifying — and, in part, responsible for the Fed’s constellation
of misjudgments in the post-crisis period (their forecasts have consistently missed the mark since 2008).
But the more important question is why are the stars not stable, as they have been in the past? For us, the
answer is simple: a range of forces since the GFC have conspired to broadly bring down global growth —
deleveraging, a downshift in labor productivity growth, aging populations, a slowdown in technological
advances and maturing urbanization in China have all played a role.
The world is suffering from a demand problem. A general rise in savings around the globe and more risk
aversion has marked the post-2008 world. Investment demand has fallen sharply relative to the level of
available savings around the world. The last investment boom in the US took place in the 1990s during
the internet and technology revolution. Since then, capex has tumbled. And even though the US is nearly
a decade into its current expansion, the total output gain is only about 85% of what it was during the
1990s. This is a crucial reason our investment team believes the current cycle could last longer than
many anticipate.
All of the above creates more stress and uncertainty for the Fed (not to mention a pestering president
insulting your golf game and trying to influence monetary policy from his smartphone). But where to
next? In Powell’s speech, he reviewed other historical episodes when gauging the level of key variables
was difficult — notably the 1960s and 1970s when monetary policy mistakes contributed to an inflation
blowout.
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How can the Fed prevent another misstep? Powell gave some clear signals here too. Arguing in favor of
caution on policy rates, he cited the work of William Brainard, recommending that “when you are uncertain
about the effects of your actions, you should move conservatively”. In other words, be extremely wary of
over-tightening as policy gets near neutral levels. The fact of the matter is that Fed, or any other central
bank on planet earth, is in no rush to normalize policy. Structural forces will keep them cautious for years.
→ Investment Implications. How does the above translate into the outlook for bonds and other fixed
income securities? After nearly ten years of generally falling interest rates, many investors have come to
believe in lower-for-longer interest rates. It wasn’t always this way. In the aftermath of 2008, many were
convinced that monetary largesse would translate into a combination of high inflation, a plummeting US
dollar and gold at stratospheric levels. It didn’t.
But now many assets have been bid up on a “lower forever” view. It was a long ride down in yields,
boosting the values of a wide variety of interest rate sensitive investments in the West. Through financial
alchemy and a masterstroke of marketing genius, REITs, dividend payers and a vast assemblage of ETF
product provided a higher and more tantalizing yield. To be sure, our clients relished in this yield bonanza
(with our Global Income strategy posting attractive calendar year gains every year since its inception in
June 2008).
But no party lasts forever and 2018 was particularly cruel to fixed income investors. The bond market has
likely run ahead of itself at this juncture, and will regularly do so. Large and steady spikes in yields, even
if they glacially drift higher over the coming years, are not likely to be sustained.
The world, facing a deficiency of demand, will continue to require lower rates than in the past. The key point
is that the bond market will be volatile and hostage to high debt levels and other structural headwinds
around the world. Expect big bond sell-offs and regular rallies. Most will continue to panic each time.
The fault will not be in the Fed’s stars, dear investors, but in the market’s reaction to them.
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CRYPTO CORRECTIONS: HONEY, I SHRUNK YOUR PORTFOLIO
“So weird how a fake asset backed by nothing that you can’t use for anything keeps going down”, Matt
Stoller wryly tweeted in December 2018. Look no further for the investment schadenfreude of 2018
than Bitcoin and its brethren: cryptocurrencies. Whether through a stroke of pure luck or investment
genius (you decide), our investment team rang an alarm at the exact top of the Bitcoin bubble in late
2017 (https://www.forstrong.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Ask-Tyler-12-18-2017.pdf).
Of course, it is easy to now point out that there were obvious warning signs. But there were many … the
promise of euphoric riches, packed conference halls and an unflinching bravado from their promoters.
Cryptocurrency seemed to occupy all the ambient noise around us (admittedly, however, we spend
too much time on Bay Street). But the crypto rage tapped into the zeitgeist of our times — a mistrust
of policymakers, disruptive technology and general post-crisis pessimism and rising populism. It was a
perfect echo bubble born of the ashes of the global financial crisis.
But the objective isn’t to celebrate crypto crashes. The key is to recognize these manias for what they
are. Whether it’s bitcoin, Dutch tulips or even beanie babies, they all have lack an obvious anchor to
value them. That’s where we struggled to understand the investing case.
We re-print our more fundamental argument against crypto investing from December 2017. Our view
remains unchanged:
What is money? Webster’s defines it as something accepted as a medium of exchange. But it also must be
stable, portable and, importantly, widely used. The last feature is crucial. After all, currencies completely
depend on a collective confidence that they actually have value — even if that conviction is a “consensual
delusion”, as some claim.
Crypto evangelists believe digital currencies will have all of the above and more. These new offerings are
anonymous, more secure, eliminate intermediaries, transcend national borders, carry almost frictionless
transactions costs and have a fixed supply.
We, too, like our fees low and our privacy heavily guarded. However, we take issue with “fixed supply”.
To us, the central boast by crypto-enthusiasts is that, compared to fiat government-issued currencies,
their supply is constrained. Really? We hear about new coins and tokens daily. And, we know the rules
in markets: trends, especially in financial innovation, will always be driven to excess. If history is a guide,
then, an over-supply issue will instead become the core problem.
Bitcoin purists will quickly shoot back: “ah, but Bitcoin is the first and only digital currency that will matter”.
Right. Try telling that to proponents of Litecoin, Ethereum et al.
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To be sure, we have no doubt that the technology will be transformative. Underpinning cryptocurrencies
is blockchain technology which has a variety of applications to increase efficiency, lower costs and limit
fraud. We are all for that. But all of this has a striking historical parallel: technology stocks in the late
1990s. During that mania an oversupply and overvaluation of every stock with a “dot com” suffix became
the issue. Eventually, the mania collapsed under its own weight and most companies didn’t directly profit.
In fact, most of them don’t exist anymore. But the game changer was the internet and its infrastructure.
That did truly transform the world as we know it. The same will happen in crypto land.
→ Investment Implications. For those of us not running millennial portfolios (60% Cannabis, 40% Crypto),
serious investing starts with an understanding of present and future value. Conversely, speculation begins
with a premise that others will pay more for it in the future, with no regard for intrinsic value. In general,
we counsel investors to stay away from the latter.
The good news (as we wrote in December 2017) is that as the mania subsides the collateral damage
should be limited, simply because of the lack of credit and leverage involved. That means the banking
system will not be damaged and spillover effects into the economy should be relatively minor. Ironically,
the instability of the cryptoworld may even bolster confidence in traditional money and banking.
For now, however, digital currencies are largely unregulated. Good thing for their promoters, as any
prospectus would have to disclose the main risks, including the exogenous consideration that cryptospeculators have collectively lost their minds.
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QUANTITATIVE TIGHTENING: NO NEED TO PANIC
Before becoming a fixture in today’s central banker toolkit, quantitative easing was not a widely known
policy. Milton Friedman had suggested something similar to QE as far back as 1963. But it was the world’s
leading monetary polluter (as colleague Wilfred Hahn cleverly calls the Bank of Japan), that first put it
into practice in 2001.
Of course, QE became standard practice in the post-crisis world. For a decade now, the world’s deflationphobic central banks have swollen their balance sheets. All told, they bought bonds and other assets
worth $12 trillion. That’s a big number.
But all this is quickly becoming history. The Fed declared so-called quantitative tightening (“QT”) in
September 2017. Now it is the ECB who stopped QE asset purchases in December 2018 and likely will
begin to shrink their balance sheet toward the end of 2019.
How should investors respond? If QE was positive for asset prices, then simple logic suggests that QT
would be negative.
If only it were that simple. To be clear, we do not dispute Newton’s Third Law: every action has an equal
and opposite reaction. Every surge has a backwash. Booms are followed by busts. And, no rally lasts forever.
But financial markets do not conform to Newtonian theory. In physics, principles and formulas are
universal and, importantly, durable. Their permanency doesn’t fade. Conversely, financial markets —
much to the chagrin of those still carrying the torch for the Efficient Market Hypothesis — are driven by
ephemeral opinions. Yes, they are arenas of action and reaction. But they are also layered with dialectics
of suppositions, crowd-driven opinions and, importantly, flawed assumptions. Unlike in physics, what’s
right in one regime will be wrong in the next.
Therein lies the rub. A widespread misunderstanding of QE has defined the post-crisis policy period. Most
simply got it wrong, forecasting that the enormous policy responses to 2008’s financial crisis would lead
to soaring inflation and crashing bond markets. The opposite actually occurred. Bond yield shrunk across
the world (some going subterranean) and deflationary forces loomed large.
Former Fed Chairwoman Janet Yellen even came close to admitting that QE is still poorly understood by
policymakers: “we believe we understand pretty well what the effects are on the economy.” Translation:
it’s complicated.
What did the consensus miss? They misread the transmission dynamics of QE. What is now clearly
known (and forecast as early as 2009 by your favourite Canadian macro managers) is that QE had more
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impact on the financial economy than the real economy. The liquidity created was distributed to capital
owners (i.e. the wealthy) who have a far lower marginal propensity to consume compared to the lower
and middle classes. Thus, the injected liquidity boosted asset prices rather than being multiplied by the
credit and banking systems. This at least partially explains the apparent paradox of rampant asset price
inflation with lower consumer price inflation.
Given the above, a useful exercise is to ask, if most market participants missed QE, what could we miss
now? This is the symmetry investors should focus on.
To start, we must acknowledge that QT is unprecedented. No one knows for sure what may unfold.
However, there are strong reasons to believe that central bank actions will have less impact than they
have in the recent past. Retrospectively, and perhaps as would be expected, QE had a bigger impact the
closer it was to the global financial crisis. A comprehensive study by the Bank of England found that QE
had double the effect on economic growth during the panic period of the financial crisis compared with
later iterations.
Removing QE (when markets are functioning normally) is very likely to have far less impact than if
markets were in turmoil. Today, the actions of central banks have become predictable, even boring.
Every major world central bank is committed to a gradualist approach. Therefore, compared to the fast
moving dynamics of QE during the financial crisis (when central bankers were desperately trying to boost
confidence in the entire financial system), QT will be a glacial affair that plays out over several years. It
is not the equal and opposite of QE.
→ Investment Implications. QT will have some impact on markets. However, it will not be the Armageddon
scenario currently being portrayed in much financial commentary. Beware of luxuriating in the polemics
of many well-known bears. That was not a winning portfolio strategy since the crisis and it will not be
one now.
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OIL’S CRUDE AWAKENING
To state the obvious, we are observing a very different set of conditions than the heady days of triple digit
oil prices. Back then, one prominent investment bank predicted an extended oil “super cycle”, where WTI
oil would surpass $200 per barrel. The masses concurred: apparently, the world’s ability to discover and
produce higher amounts of hydrocarbon-based energy had peaked and would forever decline.
Even the corporations bought into that view. Enormous amounts of capital spilled into oil and gas
exploration. In 2013 alone, Shell’s capital expenditures hit a record $40 billion. Globally, the oil and gas
industry’s annual capital budget skyrocketed, from just over $100 billion in 1999 to an all-time record
$1 trillion in 2012.
As it was, the oil mania ended in mid-2014. Today, capex is sagging but the world is still swimming in a
supply glut. The star of the show has been America — now the world’s largest producer, ahead of both
OPEC heavyweight Saudi Arbia and oil-rich Russia. Of course, prices have been volatile since then. 2018
was a wild ride, primarily driven by supply squeezes (Trump’s sanctions and the veritable basket case
known as Venezuela). But this is short-term geopolitical noise.
The longer-term supply-demand outlook is bleak. BP recently pointed out in its long-term energy outlook
that oil reserves already discovered around the world far exceed the amount of oil that will ever be
consumed, with twice as much technically recoverable oil available than the world needs between now
and 2050. Pricing pressure is coming from both the supply and demand side — from strong growth in US
shale oil and from the relentless rise of renewable energy, led by Silicon Valley’s innovation engine and
China, the largest maker and seller of electric cars in the world (and, for now at least, buyers of more
GM-branded cars than America). So much for “peak oil”. However, do expect wide volatility. In the period
from 1985 – 2004, the oil price frequently doubled or halved in the course of a few months.
→ Investment Implications. Oil prices rose sharply beginning in the first quarter of 2016 before collapsing
in late 2018. During that time, energy stocks failed to get the memo. To illustrate, the relative performance
of the MSCI ACWI Energy Index versus its parent MSCI ACWI Index is currently near lows hit in January
2016, when WTI was trading under $30 USD per barrel. This is an unusual divergence for financial prices
that are normally highly correlated.
The lagged equity performance could simply be related to the lack of new investment hitting their bottom
lines or high debt levels. More likely, however, investors are pricing in longer running risks within a sector
that is adapting to a new, lower-price environment and, with the rapid rise of renewables, a global energy
system that is on the cusp of revolution.
Looking over the medium term, we remain steadfast that oil and commodities are in a “lower for longer”
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phase. Yes, stability may have arrived and mild global growth may help boost prices. However, a renewed
mania is unlikely any time soon. Prices went through a very typical secular phase — rising demand amidst
constrained supply in the early 2000s was met with an enormous surge in capital spending. This increase
in supply will keep a ceiling on prices for years.
But global investors should learn to love low oil prices. Cheap oil is a very powerful stimulant for world
growth. A tectonic wealth transfer is now underway. Because the world burns 34 billion barrels of oil
every year, a US$10 bbl fall in the oil price shifts roughly US$340bn from oil producers to consumers. Thus,
the enormous price decline since August 2014 will easily redistribute more than $2 trillion annually to oil
consumers, providing a bigger annual income boost than the combined US and Chinese fiscal stimulus
in 2009. This will become more apparent as the positive impact on global consumption, investment and
liquidity materializes over time (especially in country’s who are net importers — India, Japan, South
Korea, etc.).
Also, a look back in history shows that falling oil prices have never correctly predicted an economic
downturn. On all recent occasions when the oil price has at least halved, faster global growth followed.
Conversely, every global recession in the past 50 years has been preceded by a sharp increase in oil prices.

FLIGHT OF THE CANADIAN CONCHORDS
Jemaine Clement and Bret McKenzie make up the Flight of the Conchords, New Zealand’s self-proclaimed
“fourth most popular guitar-based digi-bongo acapella-rap-funk-comedy folk duo.” They starred in their
own critically-acclaimed HBO series for only two seasons in 2007 and 2009. Since then, appearances have
been limited. But the duo’s show and live performances have gained them a worldwide cult following.
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Canada is like the beloved show. Widely admired until the end of the commodity bull market in 2014, the
world’s interest in Canadian assets has been on hold ever since. Now, many important questions remain.
Can the country return to its former glory? Is a commodity upturn necessary for outperformance? (And
what, pray tell, is a conchord?)
Meanwhile, capital has been flying out of Canada. The stock market has struggled relative to global
peers. Foreign direct investment is down 77.4% since 2007 (to the end of 2017).* Net foreign purchases
of Canadian corporations also turned negative for the first time in a decade (meaning that foreign
companies sold more Canadian companies than they bought). High profile exits from ConocoPhillips
and Royal Dutch Shell led the capital exodus in 2017.
Sagging oil prices can be blamed for much of this. Heavy Canadian crude took a veritable swan dive in
2018, with prices dropping by more than 60 percent. The result was the worst pricing environment in
the Canadian oil industry’s history. For a sector that accounts for about 10% of the nation’s economy
and 20% of its exports, that is a big hit. Adding to the gloom is the relatively positive outlook for the US
energy industry.
More broadly, however, Canada is struggling to compete with the US. Higher tax rates, pipeline bottlenecks,
mounting household debt, increased regulation and, importantly, a glaring lack of business investment
are all significant headwinds. Capital formation is crucial for employment growth, higher incomes and
increased productivity.
But more elevated and immediate risks exist. The Bank for International Settlements singled out Canada
as one of three countries in the world vulnerable to a credit crunch, given maxed-out credit cards and
extreme household debt levels in the wider economy. The country’s ratio of household debt to disposable
income reached 170 percent in September 2018. Meanwhile, the US household sector has deleveraged
substantially since 2009.
Canada’s currency has also been struggling to achieve a meaningful liftoff, even with crude prices recovering
since mid-2016 and the signing of the new United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA).
We often say that a currency is to a nation what a share price is to a company. By that measure, the
Canadian dollar has not made a good showing. But the core issue is that, despite a weak CAD since 2014,
exports have not recovered. This is crucial for an economy that has a high ratio of exports to GDP (32%).
What’s happening? Look no further than Canada’s productivity, which has lagged the US for some time
now. The auto sector, Canada’s second largest export, is a case in point. Since NAFTA took effect in 1994,
the number of automobiles exported to the US has actually stagnated, while Mexican exports to the US
have more than quadrupled. The point is that CAD may have to be structurally weak to improve Canada’s
terms of trade.
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→ Investment Implications. Canadian assets have fallen out of favour on the world scale. And while
Canada is not just a petro-country (and an incredible place to live), international capital will remain on
the sidelines until firm evidence surfaces that domestic economic growth is on a more sustainable path.
That makes it difficult for Canadian stocks, bonds and the currency to catch a lasting bid. Meanwhile,
concerns over household debt, investment activity, business formation, and trade will keep our country’s
central bank on the sidelines, providing less appeal for global bond investors.
Of course, as we have reminded readers for some time, Canadians continue to be over-exposed to domestic
assets. However, change is happening at the margin, as many Canadians now scramble to embrace
global diversification. In fact, Canada is now a creditor to the US for the first time on record, reflecting
Canada’s renewed love affair with assets south of the border. The trend is now widening to investments
outside of the United States. A secular portfolio shift has begun.
*Figures from the Fraser Institute.

GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY: REALITY BYTES
It was only last year that US technology was the darling of Wall Street. Stocks were soaring. Shareholders
were showing a level of shareholder generosity toward valuations not seen since the dot-com bubble.
CEOs were walking on water. And, data was dubbed “the new oil” — the most valuable commodity on
planet earth powering the global economy, the same way petroleum did in the twentieth century. In
short, everything was awesome.
In financial markets, attitudes can change abruptly. As it turns out, the world turned on US technology
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in 2018. Mark Zuckerberg was thrust in front of Congress (very painfully if you caught the appearance)
to explain just what Facebook was up to and, importantly, what were the main risks. The Cambridge
Analytica scandal showed that leaked or misappropriated data can be as disastrous as oil spills. And that
data, improperly used, can be what scientist Cathy O’Neil calls “weapons of math destruction.” Even the
G7 is searching for ways to crack down on “disinformation campaigns” that threaten democracies.
With rising public anger and the invincibility of tech in question, where to from here? To be sure, a
breakdown of the FAANG business models anytime soon is unlikely. However, lofty valuation multiples
indicate that investors continue to extrapolate rapid earnings growth out into the distant future.
But markets are made at the margin. Heightened regulatory pressure is a near-certainty. Expect larger and
more frequent fines for privacy breaches, anti-competitive conduct and other hot topic issues. Regulatory
compliance costs are likely to skyrocket as the tech giants face increasing scrutiny. Profits will suffer.
Additionally, organic user growth will continue to saturate, leaving the FAANGs increasingly reliant
on acquisitions to propel future growth. With mountainous cash piles sitting on their balance sheets,
synergistic investments will be of paramount importance. However, whereas companies with relatively
low free cash flow are forced to be extremely disciplined when making outlays, with such great monetary
resources at FAANG CEOs’ fingertips, mis-investment is almost inevitable.
Chinese technology stocks offer an intriguing comparison. Whereas US companies are now under the
political microscope, Chinese companies (i.e. the BATS) have already long been subject to considerable
political interference at home. The Chinese government has demanded board representation at bellwether
firms such as Tencent, Alibaba and Weibo. However, their allowance of domestic industry consolidation
has built up an oligopoly structure which permits considerable scale for the major players.
China’s rapidly growing middle class is also a key tailwind for outperformance. A continuing transition
away from investment-led growth to a domestic demand-driven economy is a strategic imperative of
the Chinese administration (as is technological development), which aligns Chinese internet companies
with policy-driven secular growth trends.
→ Investment Implications. At one time, FAANG stocks could do no wrong. The public bought heavily
into their story, anointed them with a captivating acronym and declared a new era. But we have seen
this movie before.
Now a different, and more challenging, environment confronts them. Their previous dominance and
the social consequences put them increasingly in the crosshairs of politicians from both left and right.
“Facebook cannot be trusted to regulate itself,” tweeted David Cicilline, chair the House of Representative’s
Judiciary subcommittee that focuses on antitrust law. Uh-oh.
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Chinese internet stocks are different. Yes, they have also sold off sharply as the US has taken aim at China;
increasingly viewing China as a threat from an economic, militaristic and technological standpoint. However,
with Chinese fiscal and monetary policy turning stimulative to cushion the blow, domestic demand (the
primary driver of Chinese internet companies) will remain resilient. Stay long the BATs.

GLOBALIZATION’S GORDIAN KNOT
What do Donald Trump, Brexit and Euroskeptic parties have in common? Primarily, they pit angry populists
against the political establishment. Few Western countries have escaped this clash. A phenomenon last
seen in the 1930s, the mood was perfectly captured last year by British politician Michael Gove: “people
in this country have had enough of experts.” Ouch.
How did all of this happen? After all, globalization — endlessly promoted by elites — has created enormous
prosperity around the world. Worldwide living standards have risen faster than at any point in history. And,
although much work remains, material improvements have coincided with rapid progress in combating
hunger, promoting literacy and extending life. Since the end of WWII, global economic integration was
also widely seen as a force for peace. From the EU project, to Bretton Woods institutions, to the removal
of capital controls and more frictionless national borders, a more interconnected world meant more
international order and cooperation. A smaller world was better.
But globalization has a dark side: its benefits have been conspicuously asymmetric. Capital owners in
the developed world have benefited enormously (as corporate profits soared). Hundreds of millions
of manufacturing jobs have been created in developing countries (while incomes rose dramatically).
Particularly left behind, however, is the middle class in the developed world. Household incomes have
been stagnant for years.
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Unsurprisingly, a revolt against global integration is under way in the West. With the rise of populism,
we have already seen the threat to established international organizations and to relatively free trade —
staples of post-war political stability. Even a view among the elites has emerged that “peak globalization”
has arrived. They have some evidence. Recently, world trade growth is slowing and international capital
flows are stuttering.
The main danger is that the rules may now be re-written, with the world moving from an era of liberal
trade and open markets to one of growing protectionism. Such a shift would mark the largest and most
dangerous change in economic thought and order in decades.
Donald Trump’s border wall has become somewhat of a symbol of this anti-globalization backlash. Build
a long fence and all will be well (admittedly, brilliant marketing by Trump). If only it were that simple.
Populist movements have little to do with trade agreements of the last generation. The US economy
was largely open by the Reagan-era of the early 1980s. Agreements since then reduced other nation’s
barriers far more than America’s. China’s 2001 accession to the World Trade Organization is the leading
case in point.
The main reason for populist movements is the entrance of emerging markets as major participants in the
global economy. That’s hard to miss. The biggest macro story of our lifetimes has been the emergence
of 3 billion new consumers, producers, and savers. What set off this Super Trend was a confluence of
three historic events — the dissolution of the Soviet bloc, the opening up of China, and the end of the
Cold War between communism and capitalism in the developing world. This is not something the US
could have single-handedly stopped or could even reasonably aspire to contain.
Where to next? Does populism mean the end of globalization? Hardly. Like the proverbial Gordian Knot,
globalization is almost impossible to reverse. World economies and financial markets are now a sprawling
and sophisticated web of people, information and capital covering the globe. Unlike earlier versions of
globalization (as occurred in the early twentieth century that was largely confined to tangible goods), the
world is now connected by instantaneous cross-border dissemination of knowledge-based services — a
once non-tradable sector. This is a crucial difference. How can that be reversed?
As it is, no elegant theory on globalization exists. The closest ideas came from David Ricardo’s early
nineteenth-century framework of so-called “comparative advantage” (where each country boosts its
prosperity by specializing and trading with other nations). But that was superficial treatment of the subject.
Ricardo’s lead example — England and Portugal swapping wine for clothing — bears little resemblance
to today’s interconnected, knowledge-based world.
Looking ahead, much evidence argues for a continuing globalizing world. Nowhere is this more evident
than the world’s response to rising nationalism in the US. International competitors have no plans to turn
back the clock. China, above all, is working feverishly to tether the world ever closer to Beijing. President
Xi Jinping, who has worked steadily over the past four years to strengthen their position in Asia, likely
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views Trump’s retreat from globalization as his own triumph. Consider Obama’s “pivot to Asia”, with the
Trans-Pacific Partnership being the centerpiece. America’s involvement is now dead. That leaves Xi’s
“Belt-and-Road” strategy (his own version of “Make China Great Again”) as the uncontested blueprint
for future economic integration in Asia.
Ironically, China’s diplomacy now also offers a positive vision. In Davos last year, President Xi (a first time
visit for any Chinese President) defended globalization, positioned his country as a protector of free trade
and urged policymakers to “just say no” to protectionism. “Pursuing protectionism is just like locking
one’s self in a dark room. Wind and rain may be kept outside, but so are light and air,” he said during his
address. “No one will emerge as a winner in a trade war.”
All of the above contrasts starkly with Trump’s “America first” agenda, whereby the US effectively
withdraws as global leader. Expect other leadership to continue to fill the hegemonic void left by the US
nationalistic policies. In an already globalized world defined by a move toward closer interconnectedness,
protectionism — as it always has — becomes a pyrrhic victory.
→ Investment Implications. As legend has it, Alexander the Great sealed his claim to be King of Asia by
using a sword to slice in two the seemingly impossible to untie Gordian Knot. When discussing globalization,
however, a clean break is unlikely to happen. Longer-running themes are unlikely to come undone.
Income-short investors in the West will continue to search for reasonable yield wherever they can find it.
This will keep a ceiling on how high yields can actually rise. In the emerging world, incomes will continue
their convergence to developed world levels. And political instability will continue. More often than not,
however, populist events have created buying opportunities for the intrepid macro investor. Trump’s
victory, Brexit and the near-election of Marine Le Pen were all used opportunistically by our investing
team to generate alpha for clients. We will continue to actively seek similar opportunities.
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INVESTOR MISTAKES: MISREADING CHINA
Sophia Loren once famously said that “mistakes are the dues one pays for a full life.” In the world of
investing, as in life, the trick is not to repeat the same ones twice. Yet investors seem to make similar
missteps with disheartening regularity. Even the well-staffed professional portfolio manager labors under
a long list of occupational hazards: the seductive lure of linear extrapolation, the itchy trigger finger, and,
of course, the vice-like grip group think effortlessly secures on the collective conscience.
Where may these mistakes be occurring today? China may be one. The bulls (if we may speak for the
handful of them still holding their day jobs) are seemingly near extinction. Bear sightings are much more
common.
The gloomy case is widely known. Overleverage, overbuilding and overcapacity plague the economy. Return
on investment for the state sector is in chronic decline and residential home prices remain elevated. On
top of that, a large, opaque “shadow banking system” poses a systemic risk to the entire credit system.
What’s more, the Communist party has agreed to a constitutional revision that eliminates term limits
for the office of president. This ensures that President Xi Jinping can remain at China’s helm beyond
2022-23 and possibly for his entire life. China is clearly moving toward a more centralized and top-down
political system.
We get it. China comes with risks. And the economy is slowing. The country’s GDP growth averaged 11%
in the 2002-2011 decade. It’s now below their official target of 6.5% and further moderation is almost
certain in the years ahead.
But let’s separate fact from fiction. Importantly, much of China’s slowdown has been coordinated by
policy. Many starry-eyed China watchers previously predicted real GDP growth of 10% plus indefinitely.
But there are limits to linear thinking. While trends can stay in place for some time, lines often bend, or
even break and gallop off in unexpected directions.
Investors should not confuse cyclical weakness with the powerful secular story. China’s new path is driven
by broad recognition that the growth model of the last 30 years is neither balanced nor sustainable. The
new model must rebalance away from export and investment-led production toward private consumption.
“Made in China” and Western consumerism can no longer be intimately linked. This is a necessary shift if
China is to avoid the so-called middle income trap, which ensnares most emerging economies that rely
on cheap labor for growth. And it is entirely consistent with former Premier Wen Jiabao’s critique, who
famously warned in March 2007 that China’s economy was becoming increasingly “unstable, unbalanced,
uncoordinated, and unsustainable.”
GDP per head in China is now approaching USD $10,000. To move beyond this level, policymakers know
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productivity must dramatically improve. That requires a litany of change — reduced corruption, middle
class rights and an improved operating environment for the private sector. A critical next step is to establish
a robust social safety net and thereby reduce fear-driven high household savings rates. This will lead to
a virtuous cycle of consumption, job growth and, ultimately, higher real wages and corporate profits.
China is also moving from the rapid industrialization stage of growth (where the main objective was to
build up infrastructure and heavy industry) to the resource efficiency stage (where the main goal is to
maximize the return on investment). For the last three decades China has overinvested in manufacturing
capacity, securing global market share by keeping prices low.
This has now changed. At the 19th National Congress in October 2017 in a marathon speech lasting 3.5
hours, Xi Jinping confirmed the new direction: companies and local governments must now focus on the
quality of growth. Supply-side structural reforms are clearly the highest priority of Chinese policymakers,
with an emphasis on productivity, innovation, environmental protection and moving up the value chain
in manufacturing and services. The days of bloated capacity are fading. Therefore, over the next several
years China will see slower but better growth — due to reduced capital waste and improved profitability.
All that said, it cannot be ignored that China has an eye-watering amount of total debt, reaching the
vertiginous height of 253.1% of GDP by the second quarter of 2018 (according to the Bank for International
Settlements). But the fundamental reason behind this credit surge is rooted in its high savings and
banking-centric intermediation system. Chinese households have long been the primary providers of
savings in the economy and their assets are far larger than liabilities. Thus, viewed from a balance sheet
perspective, the debt situation is much less dire than commonly perceived. Further, the bears ignore
that most debt has been used for infrastructure buildup rather than funding consumption (imagine that
in any Western country!).
→ Investment Implications. Chronic “China crash” false alarms in Western media have diverted attention
from the ongoing positive transformation occurring in the world’s second largest economy. Today, investors
naturally worry whether equity prices can rise as the economy slows. This is the wrong question. Headline
GDP should not be the focus. In fact, GDP growth tends to be negatively correlated with equity markets
(most likely because investors overpay for headline growth).
The most important facts about China today are not the problems of slowing growth and high leverage.
Rather they are the shift away from exports and capital spending to consumer-led growth, improving
margins and financial liberalization.
The recent trade spat with the US could also be a positive catalyst for changes in China. Beijing has already
announced a big reduction in tariffs, further opening of their economy and, importantly, a coordinated
reflation campaign. Tax cuts, infrastructure projects and monetary easing have all been announced in
the last few months.
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The makeup of China’s stock market is also rapidly changing. Consider the IPO market in China. It is
booming. The upshot is that the Chinese stock market will come to more closely resemble the underlying
economy as a whole, rather than being dominated by state-owned enterprises. Short interest for the
biggest China equity ETF (FXI) continues to be massive, totaling about $879 million in assets (as of yearend 2018). Yet now is the time to be investing in an unloved sector. As China makes progress in face of the
many naysayers, equities have much room to be revalued upward. MSCI’s proposal to steadily increase
the weighting of Chinese A-shares in its flagship emerging markets index is icing on the cake.
Investors should also consider where the smart money is heading. Canada’s Pension Plan Investment
Board (arguably Canada’s most well-resourced fund) plans to more than double the proportion of assets
it allocates to China in the next seven years (from about 8% of its assets to 20% by 2025). Don’t miss this
trend.
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